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Research Process

Task 1, 2, 3 & 4

A- Title page
B- Contents page
C- List of tables, figures & illustrations (if appropriate)
D- Abstract
E- Introduction

3 (task-1)
A discussion of any potential problems you may face

2 (task-1)
Identify aim/objectives

1 (task-1) Know and Observation
Area of Interest Identified

1A- Know your TOPIC - Implementing CSR activities within organizations to meet sustainable objective
1B- Choose a company
1C- Identify area of interest and make it as the title

The Process FOR Research Project

F- Project management plan

4a (task-1)
Develop a project Management Plan: with cost, scope, time, quality, communication, risk & resources

4b (task-1)
Work break down: Use a Gantt chart identifying timeframes and stages for project completion

G- Literature review

5 (task-2) Do secondary research and develop a framework (Variables Identified & Labelled if as required
6 (task-2) Reference to the academic literature and authorities you will read in the course of your research, and an indication of how your specification will fit into the existing debate.

H- Methodology

7 (task-2) Methods you will use for both data collection and data analysis (Research Design)

8 (task-3)
Carry out a Primary research: conduct a primary research using the identified data collection method (Data Collection)

L- (task-2) Reference List

M- Appendices (Including...)
N- learning performance review (500 words)
O- weekly log

K- Recommendations

11 (task-3)
Communicate appropriate recommendations as a result of research and data analysis to draw valid and meaningful conclusions. (P6)

J- Analysis

10 (task-4)
Reflect on the value of undertaking the research to meet stated objectives and own learning and performance. (P7)

I- Findings

9 (task-3) Analyse research and data using appropriate tools and techniques. (P5)
(Data Analysis and Interpretation)
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Budget

- The budget translates project activities into monetary terms.
- It is a statement of how much money will be required to accomplish the various tasks.
Major items that can include in the budget are:
- Travelling cost
- Purchase of equipment
- Printing
- Consultancy charges
Reflective Learning

• Let's say you are a teacher.
Reflective Learning
Reflective Learning

Reflection
Is this useful?

Kolb’s reflective cycle
- concrete experience
- active experimentation
- abstract conceptualisation
- reflective observation

David Kolb

experiential learning
- do again
- adopt again
- think again
- conclude again

Do again
Questions & Answers

What else you want to know?
Thank You

Ibrahim Sameer

Seek knowledge from cradle to grave